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Prologue
Coal India Limited (CIL), a Maharatna Company and the largest coal producer as well, has the
huge responsibility in energizing the Nation and to play a crucial role in the economic growth
of the Country. CIL has envisioned achieving one billion tonne coal production, by the year
2019 – 2020, to support the country’s energy mission. Indeed, it is a stupendous task to rise
to this scale of performance from the current production of about 500 million tonne. The
key strategies for achieving this height include ramping up production capacity from the
existing mines, aggressive action plan for opening new mines, massive modernization &
technology adoption and high stakeholder engagement. The role of the HR in CIL, in this
context, has become very crucial, as the people driven processes are the critical success
factors for the organization to succeed. The people in the organization will have to
demonstrate high engagement and extraordinary capabilities in the areas of project
management, contract management, risk management, land acquisition, rehabilitation &
resettlement, environment management, stakeholder engagement, etc. At the same time
the management has to provide an inspiring, empowering, motivating and self-fulfilling
work environment built on trust. Mere incremental improvements of the current HR
processes and practices in CIL can no longer deliver the desired result for realization of the
Company’s ambitious corporate plan. The underlying HR logics, assumptions and beliefs in
CIL and the people processes and practices must have to undergo a paradigm shift to drive
the corporate plan.
We have already initiated major changes for strategizing the HR frames of the Company.
Introduction of balanced scorecard based performance management system, creating
critical capability for land acquisition and environment management, infusing about 5500
young and energetic talent pool, best in class management training and the online HRIS (the
only integrated system with online PMS module, Skill mapping, Training & Development,
executive information system) are some of the key strategic initiatives which have already
been rolled out.
The average age of executive population in the Company is about 47 years. About 750
executives from the middle management and the senior management are retiring every
year. This has already created a vacuum in the middle management pool. The fresher joining
the Company will have to be retained, developed and fast tracked through accelerated
mechanism to assume the leadership roles in the value chain.
For us to deliver on the strategic thrust areas of the Company, the HR function, in
partnership with others, needs to deliver on 5 people imperatives. These are: ensuring the
availability of right type of talent (defined in terms of specific technical/ behavioural
competencies), at the right time, at the right place, and in the right cost; creating high
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performance workforce; developing value based leadership at all the levels in the
organization; creating engaged and motivated employees; and building a culture of
continuous learning, efficient operations, social consciousness and stakeholder
responsiveness.
The key to achieving the stupendous goal lies on the shoulders of the Human Resource of
the Company. The Human Resource Management in CIL has to be more strategic than
transactional to be vital to the Company's vision. The HR organization in the Company needs
to champion a series of transformational initiatives to be a strategic partner to the
organization. As stated above, we have already recruited about 5500 fresher in all
disciplines. Another 5000 fresher would be joining us in next 5 years. The management team
of the Company is going to be dominated by young generation leaders with multiple
capabilities and diverse aspirations. It is very strategic to the organization to engage and
channelize the energy, enthusiasm and vigour of this team and leverage their potential for
the organizational success. This is possible only through robust people processes and
practices. Therefore, this is the right time to change the organization and its culture to
provide challenging opportunities for performance, benchmark avenues for career growth
and best in class opportunities for development, so that CIL becomes the 'Employer of
Choice'.
A team of HR functionaries, from all levels from all subsidiaries, has revisited the current
people practices, in the context of the changing business imperatives, to redefine the role of
HR in CIL and to create a business driven HR to take on the business challenges, so that the
HR strategies are well aligned with the business imperatives.
After an in-depth analysis and deliberation, the team has evolved an HR vision document
which reflects the aspirations of the HR functionaries and their commitment to the cause of
the organization. The key strategies in the vision document include key activities in the core
people management areas like manpower planning, succession planning, training &
development, organizational culture, corporate branding, IT initiatives, Welfare, CSR, etc.
Execution of the above strategies would go a long way in building CIL into a high performing
organization.

R. Mohan Das
Director (P&IR)
Coal India Ltd
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Key Challenges from HR
Perspective
1. Talent Acquisition and Retention
CIL has recruited about 5500 fresher during last 5 years and has planned
to hire about 1000 every year. The challenge is to reposition the
company as an employer of choice to attract fresher from reputed
institutions and to retain them. The company has already been
confronting with an attrition rate of about 11% which may go up due to
the opening of mining sector and increased economic activities in the
country.
2. Developing critical capabilities
The corporate plan of achieving one billion tonne coal production and
beyond would entail building critical capabilities in the strategic areas
such as project management, contract management, environment
management, risk management, land acquisition, rehabilitation &
resettlement, continuous improvement, stakeholder engagement,
consumer interface, quality management etc. Accelerated training and
development programmes in collaboration with reputed agencies is
imperative for building these critical capabilities.
3. Knowledge Management due to high rate of superannuation
High rate of superannuation (750 per year) from the middle
management and senior management positions is a serious threat to the
tacit knowledge base of the organization. It is a challenge to transfer this
knowledge base to the new breed of managers. The company has to put
in place effective mechanisms to address the challenges of knowledge
erosion.
4. Developing Work culture based on trust and transparency
CIL has been addressing perceptional issues from various stakeholders
in the society. An organisation wide study on 'organizational culture'
reveals a grim picture. The employees perceive the organizational
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processes as below average. Similarly, the study on Trust Index reveals
that the index is below the average index of leading companies in the
country. Whereas, these elements are critical for sustained operation
and success. Therefore, bringing transformation in the perception of the
internal and external stakeholders by adopting organizational changes is
a key focus area for HR in the company.
Succession Planning & Successor Development
The manpower distribution across the grade levels is uneven. There is
vacuum in middle management positions which affects the continuous
supply of talent for senior positions. It is very important to ensure
continuous supply of talents for all levels. Identifying successors for all
levels, across the value chain, and developing them for occupying
leadership positions is a key area of concern.
Systems and processes for HR deliverables
The HR policies have gap areas in the context of the emerging scenario
of changing demographic profile of the manpower. Revisiting the
existing policies and revitalizing them to address the new challenges is
important. New systems and processes have to be developed to address
the emerging challenges on account of the demographic changes.
Corporate Social Responsibilities
CIL, being one of the largest corporate in the country owes higher
responsibility towards the society. As the operations of the company
affects the environment and living conditions of the people affected by
the project, it is very important for the company to strategize CSR
initiatives and focus on the felt needs of the people around the projects
and the Nation at large.
Strategizing Career architecture for promoting merit system
The corporate plan of the company envisions a high growth for the years
to come. High growth of an organization hinges on high potential
individuals, high performing teams and robust systems & mechanisms.
At present, the promotions are governed by seniority norms which
cannot cultivate high performance culture. The challenges to transform
the career planning from 'seniority driven' to a 'merit oriented' process
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where the career planning decisions are governed only by performance
and potential.
9. Industrial Relations and managing contract workers
The business model of Coal Mining has been undergoing structural
changes with more outsourcing opportunities, MDO Concept, Joint
ventures, etc. This would lead to spurt in the percentage of the contract
workers in the manpower profile of the company. Being the Principle
Employer, CIL management will have to address the issues of the
contract workers.
10. Engaging with stakeholders for land acquisition & RR
Land acquisition is key to the success of the ambitious corporate plan of
CIL. The company has created a new department with 136 specialists in
the field. Engaging with stakeholders for land acquisition, resettlement
and rehabilitation activities and possession of the acquired land would
be the key challenges the department has to address. The people in the
department has to be developed to deliver the results to the satisfaction
of all stakeholders.
11.Environment Management
The company has an independent department with 243 Executives for
managing the environmental requirements. As the scale of the mining
operations will expand rapidly, in accordance with the corporate plan,
additional capabilities will have to be build for addressing environmental
issues.
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Visioning Methodology
A strategy mapping exercise has been undertaken for developing a road map
for Human Resource Management to support the corporate plan of CIL
achieving one billion tonne coal production by the year 2019-20.
2-days visioning workshop was conducted on 6th and 7th May, 2015 at Hotel
Tuli Imperial, Nagpur on the theme. The workshop was moderated by Shri R.
Mohan Das, Director (P&IR), CIL and Shri Rajiv R Mishra, Chairman-cumManaging Director, WCL. It was attended by all the Directors (P) of all
subsidiaries, General Manager (P/IR), General Manager (P/EE), General
Manager (System), General Manager (CSR), General Manager (IED), Heads of
Dept of Executive Establishment of all subsidiaries and executives from System
Department, IED, Personal and CSR department. A team of fresher from all
subsidiaries and CIL also participated in the workshop for evolving the road
map. There were total 71 participants, cutting across all management levels, in
the two full day’s engagement.

The participants were divided into seven groups and they had a brainstorming
session for about 1 hr in which they identified various issues related to HR for
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achieving 1 billion Coal production. Thereafter, the whole group discussed
each team's identified issues and finally converged to 12 key areas for further
deliberations. All the 12 themes were further deliberated in the general
session followed thereafter. In the general session, key activities under each
theme were identified and a road map has been prepared with time frame for
implementation.
Core teams, headed by Directors (P), have been formed for each theme and
the team was advised to further deliberate on the key activities and submit
their recommendations on or before 12th May, 2015. The additional
recommendations of the core teams have been received and necessary
modifications have been done in the road map which is presented here.
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Redefining HR in CIL – a Road Map
CIL’s corporate plan of achieving one billion coal production and beyond by the
year 2019-2020 entails resetting and rebooting its people practices and
processes to place the organization on a high performance track. Cultivating a
high performance culture and developing critical people and system
capabilities are the two pillars of the organizational transformation. Therefore,
redefining HR in CIL, in the context of the renewed vision of the organization, is
inevitable to lead the change by revitalizing, strategizing and aligning the
people processes and practices for developing the critical capabilities required
for realizing the vision.
Another important factor that triggers HR transformation, in the company, is
the changing demographic profile of the management cadre employees. CIL is
going to have a young team of management, shortly, because of the rapid
superannuation of its middle and senior management role-holders (about 750
per year) and intake of about 1000 young and talented executives every year.
CIL has already hired 5500 fresher and about 5000 more would be joining in
next 5 years. This new breed of next generation leaders comes with a different
mindset, new capabilities and varying career aspirations.
The rapid superannuation of the middle and senior executives has been
causing serious erosion of the tacit knowledge base and core people
capabilities of the organization which have been developed over years.
Rebuilding people capabilities and capturing, transferring and transforming the
tacit knowledge entail revamping of the development process and putting in
place new systems of knowledge management.
Organizational culture studies, in CIL, reveal large scope for improvement in
many areas for building an organizational culture and workplace which is
motivating, supportive and a management style build around trust factor. CIL,
in the year 2014, participated in the Great Place To Work Institute of India’s
(GPTWI) 'Best Employer Survey' which focused on organizational culture and
Trust Index. The culture audit of GPTWI is based on the people processes on 15
elements which constitute the organizational culture. The elements of
organizational culture include how the organization welcomes the new
10

entrants, how do we inspire the employees, how do we develop people, the
processes for listening, rewarding etc. Most of the people processes/ practices
in CIL were adjudged as '2 stars' on a '5 stars' scale. The findings of the study
indicate large scope for fundamental changes and course corrections in the
people practices in key areas of organizational culture. It has been proved in
number of empirical studies that organizational culture is the key determinant
of organizational success.
Similarly, the findings of Trust Index study of GPTWI also call for key policy
initiatives to improve the management style. Credibility, Respect, Fairness,
Pride and Camaraderie are the dimensions of Trust. The study reveals that the
trust index of CIL is significantly below the average trust index of the top 50
companies in India.

Trust factor in management is critical for sustainability and to be the best
employer to attract and retain talent.
KPMG conducted a benchmarking exercise by mapping the key people
processes on a maturity model. The maturity level of key HR process, in CIL,
has been found as given in the table below:
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Key HR Process
Performance Management
System
Training & Development

Rating on a 5 point
scale
3
2

Recruitment & Selection
Succession Planning

2
1

Reward & Recognition

2

Companies
Benchmarked
IOCL
ONGC
NTPC
BHEL

The above process mapping exercise enabled to identify gap areas in the HR
policies of the company as compared to other leading PSUs. CIL, can become
the “employer of choice” only through robust HR processes and practices.
The mindset of the present manpower needs to undergo a transformational
change to reorient and align them to the new business imperatives.
Organization wide change initiatives for creating a working environment which
is intrinsically and extrinsically motivating; a supportive culture driven by
recognizing performance and potential; opportunities for building key
capabilities would lay the foundation for building the kind of organization CIL
aspires to be.
In the above context, HR in CIL would like to reposition its role as a strategic
partner to the corporate vision by leading the change initiatives focusing on
the organizational culture and critical capability building. About 70 senior,
middle and junior management level executives from HR, System, CSR,
Industrial Relations, Industrial Engineering disciplines have undertaken a
visioning and strategy mapping exercise at the workshop held on 6th and 7th
May, 2015 at Hotel Tuli Imperial, Nagpur and identified the following 12
strategic areas for radical change and developed a road map for
implementation of the change initiatives.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Human Resource Planning
Training & Development
Promotion & Transfer
Organizational Culture
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5. Industrial Relations
6. IT Initiatives
7. Delegation of Power
8. Corporate Social Responsibility
9. Welfare
10.Corporate Branding
11.Legal
12.Security
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Human Resource Planning

Optimum Utilization
of Human Resource

14

A comprehensive human resource planning could estimate the
manpower requirement keeping in view of the short and long term
perspectives. This would entail standardization of organizational
structures of the units and departments, standardizing manpower
deployment norms, developing job descriptions, grade-position
mapping, re-designing career architecture, profiling and identifying
critical roles etc. The extent of mechanization, automation, outsourcing
opportunities, and the MDO concept of mine development will have
significant impact in the estimation of the manpower requirement. The
manpower study would also help in identifying surplus/ shortage
categories across the value chain and enable rationalization by redeployment and re-skilling for optimizing manpower utilization.
A critical review of the executive hiring process and practice, followed in
CIL, could lead to adoption of value adding techniques and tools for
proper identification of talent. The company could formulate a uniform
recruitment process for the non-executive cadre employees as well, with
proper grades, job descriptions and keeping in view of the multi-skill
concept for team based management system.
Succession planning is very important for the organization to ensure the
supply side of manpower planning. Having a leadership pipeline ready, in
sufficient numbers, would ensure sustained supply of competent leaders
to become CEO/ Directors/ General Managers/ HoDs and to occupy
other critical positions in the company. Succession planning process,
based on leadership pipeline approach, would enable identifying and
developing a pool of high potentials to hold critical positions across the
value chain. The executives selected as successors can be subjected to
accelerated learning programmes on Advanced General Management,
Leadership Development, Transformational leadership programme,
Enterprises Management Programmes, Managerial/ behavioural
Competency development programmes etc. Apart from the formal
trainings, the company can also adopt high value adding development
interventions such as Shadow boards/ Junior boards (Selected team of
executives taking part deliberations and decision making at different
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forums like Company Boards, FDs, co-ordination meetings at different
levels, & bilateral meetings etc), providing opportunities for cross
functional exposure, for a period preferably of one year, special project
assignments etc.

Roadmap:
VISION

Optimum
Utilization of
Manpower

ACTIVITY

TIMELINE

INTERFACE

Executive Manpower
assessment till 2019-20

31st January 2016

Through
Consultant

Non-Executive Manpower
Assessment till 2019-20

31st October 2016

IED, Safety,
Planning

Recruitment Plan for NonExecutives (Statutory &
Technical)

December 2015

Subsidiaries

Recruitment Plan for
Executives

31st March 2016

CIL Recruitment
section

Process Document for
Succession Planning

31st August 2015

Cross Functional
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Training & Development

Capability Building
for Human
Excellence

17

A robust training & development policy, with provisions of mandatory
training hours in a training cycle, nature of training to be provided to
different levels of executives and non-executives, training providers,
criteria of selection, training evaluation mechanism etc, is important for
planned and focused development of human resource. The fresher
(Management Trainees), on appointment, need to be put through a
planned learning and development process for their fast transformation
to assume management roles and adapt to the organizational culture. A
tailor made on-boarding & induction process followed by a guided onthe-job training for one year would make this transformation easier and
effective.
On completion of the one year initial training, they can be subjected to
one year mentoring under a trained internal Mentor. In view of the
huge vacuum at the top and middle level in next 4 to 5 years, these MTs
or Asstt./ Dy. Managers are to be trained in such a manner that they
should be prepared to head or lead the departments/units in a shorter
span of time. Mentoring process, in this context, is an effective learning
intervention which has high potential of tacit knowledge transfer and
development.
The senior level executives of E-7 to E-8 grade hold experience of more
than 20 years in their respective discipline and area of work and have
acquired technical competencies in their domain of work. But, they lack
in managerial and behavioural competencies which are critical to
superior performance. The competencies such as strategic thinking,
result orientation, change management, customer orientation,
stakeholder sensitivity etc. are very critical for successful performance at
senior level. The E7 & E8 level executives form the pool for selection to
board level positions. Therefore, training interventions at this level
should focus on development of such competencies.
The middle level executives (E4, E5 & E6) need grooming for operational
excellence. The training to the middle management level executives
should focus on organizational capability development. The key
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organizational capabilities include project management, contract
management, risk management, technology management, continuous
improvement, quality management, innovation; land acquisition,
environment management etc. The quality of such programme can be
enhanced through certification programmes on the organizational
capability areas.
In CIL, the executives are exposed to their own functional domain only. It
is very strategic to develop cross functional perspective among all
executives. All executives, especially the high potentials, need to be
exposed to Finance, HR, Sales & Marketing, CSR & Community
Development, Environment Management, Quality Management
functions etc. under a planned development programme.
Creating opportunities for regular interactive sessions at inter-subsidiary
level and corporate events for sharing innovative ideas, which can be
developed as benchmarks, would allow free flow of knowledge and
ideas across the length and breadth of the organization. Similar
opportunities to collaborate with counter-parts in other Public Sector
Companies, to share views as well as innovative steps, would accelerate
overall development.
In case of workers, the depletion of skilled manpower has been a
serious concern for all the subsidiaries, specially the statutory
manpower which is not available as per requirement. Huge attrition due
to superannuation has resulted in non-availability of Technical
Supervisors, Operators, Electricians, Overseers etc. The subsidiaries are
inducting manpower through different channels, where a proper
training system is required to make them skilled for their gainful
utilization. There is an urgent need for proper system based Skill
Development Centers/ Programme to convert the present unskilled
work-force into skilled ones. Statutory manpower in required categories
are not available in the job market. Proactive mechanism for creating a
pool from open market and within the organization could address the
issue of shortage of statutory manpower.
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The high reliance on training & development initiatives in the company
for capability building necessitates availability of world class training
facilities for management development and skill development. The VTCs
need to be transformed to HRD centres manned by HRD specialist and
equipped with modern training facilities. Time is ripple to switch over to
high end training methods like simulation training for skill/ management
development etc. We can also provide internationally accredited
certifications on core management areas by collaborating with globally
recognized institutions.
CIL has a pool of supervisory staff who are engineering diploma and
degree holders and post graduate degree holders in other disciplines as
well. They form an important source of hiring for executive cadre
positions. Cadre schemes also provide promotional avenues to executive
levels from non-executive positions. It is, therefore, strategic to impart
basic management trainings at the supervisory level which will enhance
their current role performance as well as can immediately deliver on
selection to the management levels. The company needs to come out
with a management development scheme for supervisors.
Presence of a large pool of certified internal Trainers and Mentors would
add strength to the company’s T & D initiatives. They can be empanelled
to deliver quality trainings at the VTCs and MDIs of subsidiaries and take
care of the professional growth of the fresher. The IICMs can provide
such certifications through internal mechanism and in collaboration with
external agencies.
Training need identification and competency assessment are at the core
of training and development initiatives. The competency assessment
mechanism in the company needs to be revamped for a more objective
assessment of the competencies of the executives by adopting advanced
tools such as 360 degree approach, Assessment/ Development Centre
etc. This will enable to design and offer customized development
initiatives for focused development.
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A self development scheme can supplement development of individuals,
by undertaking higher management education to continuously upgrade
them, by supporting with study leaves, financial support for course fees,
accommodation and other facilities.

Road Map
VISION

Capability
Building for
Human
Excellence

ACTIVITY

TIMELINE

INTERFACE

Revisit of Training Policy

31st July 2015

Cross functional

Online Portal for Cross Functional
Training

30th December
2015

IT

Departmental Skill Development –
RPL Certification (1 Lakh)

1st Year – 40,000

NSDC

2nd Year – 60,000

Revamping of IICM


Appointment of faculties from
reputed academic institutes

31st December
2015



Engagement of practicing
managers & retired executives

31st August 2015



Identification
modules

of

Training
31st August 2015



Identification of Resource
persons internal and external



Revisiting of MT’s & AM’s
training programs



Collaboration with reputed 31st October 2015
institutes like IIMs, IITs, NITs
etc for cross functional
training
31st August 2015



Introduction of the concept of
Mentor & Mentees



Introduction
of
training
program from non-exe to
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31st August 2015

31st August 2015

External Agencies
& Premier
Institutes

executive

31st August 2015

Strengthening of VTC & other
Institutes (MDI)
Development of scheme for
internal candidates for passing
statutory examinations

31st August 2015

Subsidiaries

31st July 2015

Subsidiaries

Capability Building
 Identification
position

of

critical

 Creation of skill inventory

31st December
2015
31st

Cross functional

Dec 2015

 Skill Gap Analysis
 Competency
Mapping
Assessment Centre

&

 Imparting Skill Development
Programme

31st March 2016
31st March 2016
Continuous
process

HR Audit/ Training Audit


Audit of existing HR & training
processes

31st December
2015

External Agency

Knowledge Management
 Launch
Knowledge
Management Process

30th September
2015

 Creation of Expert Professional
Blog

30th September
2015

 E-Journal/e-library
capturing
and
knowledge

31st March 2016

for
storing

 Workshop/Seminar/Symposium
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3 in a year

System,
Professionals
from industry,
CMPDI

Crash Programme for Shop
Floor employees
For line activity

4 per year per
VTC

Subsidiaries

HRD Facilitators


Tap the pool of retired CIL 30th September
executives/adjoining institute 2015

IICM



Need based skill development
based
on
inputs
from Continuous
supervisors and individuals.
process

IICM

Introduction of Mentoring and
Reverse Mentoring
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31st August 2015

Policy Cell, CIL

Promotion and Transfer

Unleashing Potential
for Excellence

24

CIL needs to revamp the promotion policy to infuse merit system and to
fast track the promotions of high potential executives in the grades
below. At present, there is system of promotion by interview only at the
level of E-7 onwards, and the rest of the promotions are based only on
seniority. Seniority based promotion will deprive high performers and
promote mediocrity in the organization. CIL cannot achieve high growth
with policies and standards which promote mediocrity. High growth
needs high performing and high potential individuals and teams. Such
individuals and teams should get preference over the average
performers/ non-performers and therefore, the promotion policy should
be based on merit system with focus on potential and performance.
CIL is an organization with diverse technologies, mining methods and
working environment. Leveraging this advantage/ strength, for grooming
its people, would form a key development strategy of CIL by providing
opportunities to work in this diverse culture. A transfer and rotation
policy needs to be articulated to give exposure to different technologies
and work environment to the executives at their earlier phase of career.

Road Map
VISION

Unleashing
Potential for
Excellence

ACTIVITY

TIMELINE

INTERFACE

Promotion Policy
 Revisiting Promotion Policy
 Promotion from E7 to E8
 Promotion below E7
 Promotion
from
NonExecutive to Executive

31st December
2015
Jan to March every
year
31st March 2016

EE, IR Deptts. of
CIL

31st March

Transfer Policy
Revisiting Transfer Policy
including sensitive disciplines
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31st December
2015

EE, IR Deptts. of
CIL

Organizational Culture

Being Employer of
Choice

26

CIL needs to undergo a radical change in the way it delivers the HR
offerings. The company should review the current HR processes &
practices of hiring people, welcoming & inducting fresher in the
organization, motivating employees, developing key competencies,
thanking employees for their contributions, caring employees and their
wards, listening to employees views and ideas, communicating & sharing
information with the employees, handling grievances, promoting
innovations etc. Robust practices on all the above elements of
organizational culture will boost the pride, morale, transparency etc.
Periodic organizational cultural studies would reveal gap areas so that
appropriate changes in the management system & practices can be done
to improve the work environment.
Studies have revealed the direct link of 'Employee Engagement' with
performance of a company. An engaged employee works with passion
and goes extra miles to achieve his goals. CIL, to achieve superior
performance, needs to have large percentage of employees in the 'high
engagement' group. Studies have further revealed that factors such as,
Trust & Pride leads to higher engagement. Therefore, it is very important
for the company to promote trust & pride among its employees through
transparency, leaders walk-the-talk, employee communication etc.
A reward and recognition policy can help creating an environment of
motivation in the work place. Benchmarking optimum performance level
for all operations and services through a bottom - up exercise in all
companies is a precondition for a successful reward and recognition
initiative. The scheme would institutionalize recognition and rewards to
employees delivering beyond the benchmark. Such rewards and
recognition programmes can be organized in every quarter at project
level and yearly at corporate level. Trust Index studies conducted,
periodically, can help bringing appropriate changes in the management
systems to improve the trust index.
Institutional mechanisms of promoting innovation by encouraging
initiatives like quality circles, developing best practices, employee
27

suggestions etc. are required for unleashing the innovative capabilities
of young breed of managers and the experienced as well. Organizing
corporate events, for promoting such initiatives, showcasing the best
practices and implementing innovative ideas, would provide the pull
factor for innovation, continuous improvement and quality culture.

Road Map
VISION

ACTIVITY

TIMELINE

INTERFACE

Welcome of new entrants
with Kits

From the Batch of
2015-16

IICM, CIL

Introduction of the concept of
Mentor & Mentees

1st October 2015

Project AAGMAN

Employer of

Choice


IICM & Policy Cell

Continuous
process

PR, System Deptt.,
CIL

Email ids for all executives in
their names

31st March 2016

System Deptt., CIL

Ensuring/Imbibing Discipline

31st March 2016

Subsidiaries

31st March 2016

Subsidiaries

Annual HR Fest

Every year

CIL

Corporate Events

Every year

CIL

Effective communication channel

 Linking
of
biometric
attendance with Aadhar Card
Employee engagement


Quality Circle



Employee suggestion scheme



Knowledge
management
( best practice fairs)



Rewards
&
Recognition
“bench marking of all key
operations unit-wise”

CIL

Common CIL Mementos
Exit Interviews

Need based
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CIL & Subsidiaries

Industrial Relations

Building Trust
through Mutual
Understanding

29

Industrial harmony assures uninterrupted flow of business processes.
Proactive and strategic IR practices are required to ensure harmony with
all internal constituencies, especially the Trade Unions.
The business model of the company has been undergoing fundamental
changes with more and more outsourced operations in the core and
non-core areas of mining under the MDO concept and other outsourcing
models. We can expect a significant increase in the alternative models of
business operation in mining sector in the near future. This would lead
to an increase in number of contract workers and work systems.
Managing contract workers would be key to the success of the
alternative models.

Road Map
VISION

ACTIVITY
Revisit of Employee Grievance
Redressal Management System

Building trust
through
mutual
Creating Interface between trade
understanding unions & management
Separate cell for contract labour
management
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TIMELINE

INTERFACE

31st July 2015

CIL & Subsidiaries

Quarterly

CIL & Subsidiaries

30th June 2015

Subsidiaries

IT Initiatives

Leveraging e-HR

31

Integrated IT system brings efficiency in management. CIL has
introduced HRIS, the only integrated system, with various modules. It
needs to be strengthened further, with analytics to integrate into the
decision making process of the company, for data driven decisions which
would be more objective and transparent.

Road Map
VISION

e- HR

ACTIVITY

TIMELINE

Digitalization


Centralized
(Executives)



Centralized
Executives)



Linking of personal files with 31st December
HRIS
2015



Digitalization of CR Cell for 31st March 2016
non-executive



Implementation of ERP (HR)



Bio
metric
through Aadhar

HRIS 31st March 2016
HRIS

(Non- 31st August 2016

31st March 2018

attendance



Knowledge portal



SMS alerts



Common
portal
subsidiaries

31st March 2016
31st March 2016
31st Dec 2015
across
31st March 2016



Centralized file tracking
system across subsidiaries
31st March 2016



Coal Cloud computing for
31st March 2016
recruitment



Separate
database
contract labour
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for

31st July 2016

INTERFACE
Cross
Functional

Delegation of Power

Empowering
Functionaries

33

Decentralization of decision making by providing functional autonomy to
all disciplines and delegating powers to executives at all levels would
enhance accountability and fast decision making at all levels. Functional
autonomy is essential for leveraging the expertise of all functions for
synergy and overall efficiency in the management. Concentration of
powers at line function alone may arrest the flow of distinct
contributions of the staff functions to the management. Staff functions
are critical to success of the line functions and developing unique
capabilities for sustained operation. Therefore, balancing the power
structure in the organization by providing functional autonomy to staff
and line functions is essential for any high performing organization.
Review of power structure and current practices of decision making, in
CIL, would be an important step forward for empowerment at all levels.

Road Map
VISION

Empowering
Functionaries

ACTIVITY

TIMELINE

INTERFACE

31st August 2015

CIL &
Subsidiaries

Delegation of Power




Identification
of
functionaries and nature of
powers to be delegated
Amendment and delegation
of powers
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Corporate Social Responsibility

Inclusive Growth

35

CSR is an integral part of business processes in coal mining. CSR projects
should be chosen based on the felt needs of the society for inclusive
growth. The company has developed capability by creating a separate
department with more than 145 specialists from the field of social work,
community development etc. The company should endeavour to create
footprints in the nation building efforts of the Govt. by significantly
contributing on national missions, especially, in the areas of skill
development, environment, water resource management, community
asset building, sports and games, cause of women etc. Strategizing CSR
projects to benefit the people around mining projects and addressing
the environmental concerns are important.

Road Map
VISION

Inclusive
Growth

ACTIVITY

TIMELINE

INTERFACE

Need Assessment for new
projects:





Forming of groups
Survey
Compilation of records
Submission of Reports

31st May 2015
30th September 2015
31st December 2015
29th February 2016

Projectization of activities


1st March 2016 onwards

Project Execution

75,000 persons -1st year
100000 persons – 2nd
year

Skill Development

HRD, NSDC

Continuous process
Water Resource Management
By 2017-18
Development of Backward
District
Impact Assessment

36

3 months after
completion of each
project

Area GMs,
Civil,
Environment
Area GMs,
Civil
Independent
agency

Welfare

Enriching the
Quality of Life

37

There is an urgent need to significantly improve the work-life
environment in the company. The company will be confronted with a
high rate of attrition among the fresher if it fails to improve the work
environment substantially. The work environment includes the physical
as well as the psychological environment at the work place. The physical
environment comprises of good working conditions, office and furniture,
working aids, transportation, facilities such as good canteens and rest
rooms, refreshing facilities, customer/ client entertaining facilities,
facilities for meetings and small group activities, communication system
etc.
The accommodation facilities akin to an 'extended campus' with reading
rooms/ libraries, Wi-Fi, indoor recreations, dining etc. would be
attractive to fresher and would have high retention value.
The staff in the guest houses, hostels, receptions, secretariats should be
trained on guest management, telephone etiquettes, customer dealing,
service orientation, soft skill etc.
Living condition of employees needs significant improvement. To keep
pace with rapid urbanization coupled with smart city development,
upgrading CIL colonies with modern civic amenities is a priority area.
Development of model colonies with model community infrastructures
such as model hospitals, model stadium, model community centres,
model schools etc. would improve employee satisfaction and
commitment.
The psychological aspect of the work environment relates to the quality
of supervision, inspiring leadership, minimizing hierarchical orientation,
fostering partnership mindset than the traditional boss-subordinate
mindset among the managers, fostering a learning and supportive
relationship among employees, improving accessibility of people in the
leadership positions, appreciating employees for their achievements etc.
Soft skill training should be made as part of all training programmes for
development of managers. Mentoring, Counselling, Collaborating,
38

Facilitating, Developing, Communicating and Inspiring are better ways of
managing rather than, directing, threatening, prescribing, controlling,
administering etc. In short, the style and belief system of management
needs to undergo a radical transformation. The top management needs
to set example and drive this transformation.

Road Map
VISION

Enriching
the quality
of life

ACTIVITY

TIMELINE

INTERFACE

March 2017

Subsidiaries

March 2018

Subsidiaries

smart

March 2017

Subsidiaries

 1 Model Stadium/Gym in each
Subsidiary as per CIL’s Sports
Promotion Policy

March 2018

Subsidiaries

 Development of 2 Sports events
by each Subsidiary for Academy

March 2017

Subsidiaries

 National level Sportsman as
Brand Ambassador for CIL

March 2016

PR

March 2016

Subsidiaries

March 2017

Subsidiaries

Living Standards
 Developing Model Colonies
Health
 Model Dispensaries & Hospitals
with critical care Ambulances
Education
 Model Schools
classes

Promoting
talent in
Sports &
Culture

with

 Identification of Development
of In-house Cultural Talent
Model Office
Model Canteen

March 2017

Subsidiaries

Model Rest Shelters & Crèches

March 2017

Subsidiaries

Model Executive Hostels & Guest
Houses

March 2018

Subsidiaries
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Corporate Branding

Empowering Nation

40

All the above efforts can go waste if the company does not adopt a
robust communication system to communicate with the key internal
stakeholders. The management at all level should engage in a
continuous communication process with employees under them. The
communication system should be institutionalized for making it
mandatory for the concerned people in the management. Internal
communication strategy focuses on improving the Business Intelligence
of executives, inspiring them, projecting the physical, financial and social
performance of the company, public perception and reality etc.
Company should also devise communication strategies to engage with
external stakeholders like environmentalists, media, management
institutions, nearby villagers, and public at large.

Road Map
VISION

ACTIVITY

Revisit of Corporate
Empowering Communication Policy for
internal and external
the Nation
stakeholders
 Participation in
Branding Survey

Employer

 Corporate Memento for CIL &
all subsidiaries

TIMELINE

INTERFACE

30th September
2015

CIL

Once in two years
1st November
2015

CIL

Live case study competitions for
premier institutes

Periodically

CIL

Policy for structured Internship
Programs with proper selection
process

30th September
2015

CIL
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Legal

Litigation free CIL

42

CIL should endeavour to minimize litigations by adopting proactive
measures. It should put in place systems to monitor the important cases
and performance of panel advocates. A review of the ongoing cases
should be undertaken to find out scope for settlements out of court.

Road Map
VISION

ACTIVITY

TIMELINE

Litigation
 Reviewing court cases for out
free CIL

INTERFACE

31st December 2015

of court settlement

 Developing a mechanism for
dealing with cases involving
PSUs

30th September 2015

 Revising
the
policy
of
empanelment of Advocates

30th September 2015

 Performance
monitoring
system of advocates

30th November 2015

 Policy on Appeal

30th October 2015
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CIL Cross
functional
departments

Security

Protecting
Company's
Resources

44

Protecting company’s resources from theft is a critical area of our
operation. While a number of measures such as CCTV surveillance,
GPRS, communication systems etc. have been introduced on technology
front in security, people dimension also need attention. Security
training, developing Standard Operating Practices, quality of supervision,
centralized database, unified action on security violations etc. need to
be revised for providing effective security to the company resources.

Road Map
VISION

Protecting
company’s
resources

ACTIVITY

TIMELINE

 Revising module of security
training system

30th Sep 2015

 Developing SOP for security
management

31st Aug 2015
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INTERFACE

CIL Cross
functional
departments

